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Abstract
Maximum entropy method and its generalizations are very useful in data processing. In this paper, we show
that these methods naturally follow from reasonable invariance requirements.

1 Introduction to the Problem
Traditional statistical data processing methods assume that we know the probability distribution of the
corresponding errors. This distribution can be given, e.g., in terms of a (multi-D) probability density
function (~x). In many real-life situations, we do not know the exact type of the distribution at best, we
have partial information about this distribution, which is consistent with many dierent distributions. If
we use dierent distributions, we may get drastically dierent data processing results. In such situations,
in order to apply appropriate statistical techniques, it is desirable to select, from the set of all distributions
which are consistent with our knowledge, a distribution which is in some reasonable sense \the best".
There exist many successful semi-heuristic methods for selecting such a distribution. One of the most
well known is the the maximum entropy method (see, e.g., 8]), according to which we select, from all the
probability distributions which are consistent with the observations, the distribution for which the entropy
is the largest possible:
Z
; (~x)  log( (~x)) d~x ! max :
(1)
In the discrete case, when a probability distribution is characterized by the probabilities p1  : : :  pn of dierent
alternatives, the maximum entropy method means selecting a distribution for which

;

Xn p  log(p ) ! max :
i=1

i

i

(2)

In some real-life situations, it turns out that better results can be obtained if, instead of maximizing
P
entropy, we maximize entropy-like functions called generalized entropies. The rst such functionP ppi for
some real number p, was introduced by Renyi in 1960 24] (see also 25, 26]) in 5], another function log(pi )
was introduced by Burg 5] (see also 6]). Maximization of these functions leads to generalized maximum
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entropy methods, in which we choose the distribution (~x) for which

Z

or

Z

log( (~x)) d~x ! max

(3)

( (~x))p d~x ! max

(4)

for some real number p.
The generalized maximum entropy methods have been successfully used in geophysics 5, 6], in coding
theory 1, 2, 3], in speech processing 13], in signal restoration 4], in computerized tomography 7, 14, 23],
in radar imaging and planetary radar imaging 11, 12, 20], and in many other application areas.
Since these methods often work well, the natural question is: why? In 27], p. 229, Gian-Carlo Rota
expresses the opinion of many mathematicians in the following words:
The maximum entropy principle is one of the hot potatoes of our day. It has not yet split the world
of statistics as has Bayes' law, but no one has yet succeeded in nding a justication for it. Maybe we
should make it one of the axioms of statistics.
In several application areas, there is an application-specic justication of these techniques see, e.g., 1, 2,
3, 5, 6, 18, 16, 17].
In 15, 22], we used fuzzy logic techniques to show that these methods are, in some reasonable sense, the
best in describing the natural common-sense ideas.
In this paper, we provide a new justication of the maximum entropy method and of generalized maximum
entropy methods. a justication which is both general (i.e., application-independent) and objective (i.e., does
not depend on the expert's opinions and heuristics). Namely, we prove that, if we take into consideration
natural symmetries, then the natural description of our preferences leads exactly to maximum entropy and
generalized maximum entropy techniques.

2 Towards Mathematical Formulation

How to describe preferences? There exists a general formalism. In order to describe what is

the best, we must describe what is better, i.e., we must describe preferences. The necessity to describe
preferences, i.e., to describe the utility of dierent alternatives for dierent people, is extremely important in
decision making, including decision making under conict (also known under a somewhat misleading name
of game theory). To describe these preferences (utilities), a special utility theory has been developed see,
e.g., 9, 19, 21, 28].
The mathematical formalism of utility theory comes from the observation that sometimes, when a person
faces several alternatives A1  : : :  An , instead of choosing one of these alternatives, this person may choose a
probabilistic combination of them, i.e., A1 with probability p1 , A2 with a probability p2 , etc. For example, if
two alternatives are of equal value to a person, that person will probably choose the rst one with probability
0.5 and the second one with the same probability 0.5. Such probabilistic combinations are called (somewhat
misleadingly) lotteries. In view of this realistic possibility, it is desirable to consider the preference relation
not only for the original alternatives, but also for arbitrary lotteries combining these alternatives. Each
original alternative Ai can be viewed as a degenerate lottery, in which this alternative Ai appears with
probability 1, and every other alternative Aj 6= Ai appear with probability 0.
The main theorem of utility theory states that if we have an ordering relation L1  L2 between such
lotteries (with the meaning \L1 is preferable to L2"), and if this relation satises natural consistency conditions such as transitivity, etc., then there exists a function u from the set L of all possible lotteries into the
set R of real numbers for which:
 L1  L2 if and only if u(L1 ) > u(L2), and
 for every lottery L, in which each alternative Ai appears with probability pi , we have

u(L) = p1  u(A1 ) + : : : + pn  u(An ):
2

This function u is called a utility function. Each consistent preference relation can thus be described by its
utility function.
General formalism (cont-d): how unique is the utility function? The correspondence between
preference relations and utility functions is not 1-1: dierent utility functions may correspond to the same
preference. For example, if the preference relation is consistent with the utility function u(L), then, as one
can easily see, it is also consistent with the function ue(L) = a  u(L) + b, in which a is an arbitrary positive
real number, and b is an arbitrary real number.
It is known that such linear transformations form the only non-uniqueness of utility function: namely, if
two utility functions u1 (L) and u2 (L) describe the same preference relation, then u2 (L) = a  u1 (L) + b for
some real numbers a > 0 and b.
Application to our problem. In general, preference relations can be described by utility functions.
Therefore, to describe preferences between distributions, we need a utility function that is dened on the set
of all possible distributions.
In particular, if we consider realistic distributions that concentrate on nitely many points
~x (1)  : : :  ~x (n) , and are thus described by the probabilities p1  : : :  pn of these points, then we need a utility
function that depends on n parameters pi : u( ) = u(p1  : : :  pn ).
What function should we choose?
Localness property. An important feature of many data processing problems is their localness: dierent
parts of the probability distribution are pretty much \independent" on each other. For example, the relative
quality of two possible reconstructions of a \tail" of this distribution (i.e., a part that contains large values ~x),
does not seem to depend on the remaining part of the distribution. In mathematical terms, if
 a distribution pi is preferable to the distribution qi that diers from pi only in points ~x from some
set P , and
 distributions pei and qei coincide with each other for ~x (i) 62 P and with, correspondingly, pi and qi for
~x (i) 2 P ,
then pe  qe.
This \localness" (\independence") is a frequent feature in practical problems, and utility theory has
developed a precise description of utility functions that satisfy this property. Namely, it has been shown
that when alternatives are characterized by n parameters z1 : : :  zn , then the localness of the preference is
equivalent to the utility function u(z1  : : :  zn ) being of one of the two types 10]:
 additive u(z1  : : :  zn) = u1 (z1 ) + : : : + un (zn ) for some functions ui (zi ) or
 multiplicative u(z1  : : :  zn ) = u1 (z1 )  : : :  un(zn ) for some functions ui (zi ).
In utility theory, the values ui (zi ) are called marginal utilities.
For distributions, parameters
P z1 : : :  zn are Qthe probabilities p1 : : :  pn, and the resulting forms of the
utility function are u( ) = ui (pi ) and u( ) = ui (pi ).
The quality (utility) of a distribution should
P not change under
Q a permutation, so all the functions ui(p)
must be the same function hence, u( ) = U (pi ) or u( ) = U (pi ).
Continuous case. A general distribution can be described as a limit of its nite-point approximations.
The denser the points (i.e., the smaller the distances hx and hy between the neighboring points), the closer
the discrete distribution to the continuous one. Therefore, as a utility u( ) of a function , we can take the
limit of the utilities of its discrete representation as hx ! 0 and hy ! 0. How can we describe such a limit?
This limit is easy to describe for the case when utility is a sum of marginal utilities: in this case, the
sums are,
R in eect, integral sums, and therefore, as the pixels get denser, the sums tend to the integral
u( ) = U ( (~x)) d~x.
For the case when utility is a product of marginal utilities, the limit can be obtained indirectly: indeed,
since utility is a product
P of marginal utilities, its logarithm is the sum of logarithms of marginal utilities:
v( ) = log(u( )) = V (pi ), where V = log(RU ). For these logarithms, we also get integral sums and
therefore, a reasonable limit expression: v( ) = V ( (~x)) d~x, and u( ) = exp(v( )).
Comments. Before we go into further details, let us make two comments.
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 At rst glance, the multiplicative case seems to lead to a more complicated formula than the additive
one. However, our goal is to nd an distribution (~x) for which u( ) ! max. Since logarithm
is monotonic, the condition u( ) ! max is Requivalent to v( ) = log(u( )) ! max. Therefore, in
multiplicative case, we get the same problem V ( (~x)) d~x ! max as in the additive case.
 Since our goal is optimization, we would like to restrict ourselves to smooth (dierentiable) functions U

and V , because for smooth functions, optimization is as easy as computing the derivatives and equating
them to 0. Moreover, since many useful optimization techniques use the second derivatives as well, we
will require that these functions are twice dierentiable.
Fortunately, we can impose this restriction without losing generality, because, as it is well known, every
continuous function can be, with an arbitrary accuracy, approximated by twice dierentiable functions
(even by polynomials). Since we are dealing with not 100% accurate data anyway, there is no reason to
represent the expert's preferences absolutely precisely. Therefore, even if the actual expert preferences
are described by a non-smooth function, we can, within an arbitrary accuracy, still approximate it by
a smooth function.

Scale invariance. The relative quality of two distributions should not change if we simply change the
measuring units for the components x1  : : :  xd of the underlying vector ~x. If we change each unit to a 
times smaller one, then the numerical value of the corresponding variable xi will change to xi =   xi .
Change of units replaces the original probability distribution (~x) by a new distribution e(~x) = d  (  ~x)

(where d is the dimension of the underlying space).
It is therefore natural to require that if a distribution 1 is better than the distribution 2 , then the
re-scaled distribution e1 should still be better than the re-scaling e2 of the distribution 2 .
How can we express the invariance of the preference relation in terms of utility function? The fact that
the preference relation does not change does not necessarily mean that the utility function is necessarily
invariant, because, as we have mentioned, dierent utility functions can correspond to the same preference
relation. What it does mean is that the utility function corresponding to re-scaled distributions must describe
the same preference relation as the original utility function. We know that two utility functions describe
the same preference relation if and only if they can obtained from each other by a linear transformation
u ! a  u + b so, we arrive at the requirement that for every re-scaling  there exist numbers a() and b()
for which, for all distributions,

Z

U (d  (  ~x)) d~x = a() 

Z

U ( (~x)) d~x + b():

Of
we have to consider only probability distributions, i.e., only functions (~x)  0 for which
R (course,
~x) d~x = 1.
As a result, we arrive at the following denitions:

3 Denitions and the Main Result

Denition 1.
R
 By an additive utility function, we mean an expression of the type u( ) = U ( (~x)) d~x, where ~x 2 Rd,

and U ( ) is a twice dierentiable function.
 By an Rmultiplicative utility function, we mean an expression of the type u( ) = exp(v( )), where
v( ) = V ( (~x)) d~x and V is a twice dierentiable function.
 By an distribution utility function u( ), we mean either an additive utility function, or a multiplicative
utility function.

Denition 2. We say that an distribution utility function u( ) is scale-invariant if there exists functions
a() and b() such that for every distribution (~x), and for every real number  > 0, we have
u(d  (  ~x)) = a()  u( (~x)) + b():
4

(5)

Denition 3. We say that an distribution utility function u( ) is equivalent to the functional F ( ) if for

every two distributions 1 and 2 , u( 1 ) > u( 2 ) if and only if F ( 1 ) > F ( 2 ).
Comment. Thus, if a functional F ( ) is equivalent to the distribution utility function u( ), then, for every
case in which we have have to select between the distributions, the selection u( ) ! max is equivalent to
the selection F ( ) ! max.
Theorem. If an distribution utility function is scale-invariant, then it is equivalent to one of the functionals
R (~x)  log( (~x)) d~x F ( ) = R log( (~x)) d~x or F ( ) = R ( (~x))p d~x:
F( ) =
Comment. As a particular case of these functionals, we get the corresponding discrete formulas. Thus,
natural invariance requirements justify the use of maximum entropy method (1){(2) and of generalized
maximum entropy methods (3){(4).

4 Proof
We want to transform the scale-invariance requirement into a dierential equation. For that, we will have
to use the dierentiability assumptions. Namely, let us take an distribution (~x) that is positive in a certain
area A. Then, for every smooth function  (~x) which is equal to 0 outside this area A and for which

Z

 (~x) d~x = 0

(6)

we can consider a 1-parametric family of distributions " (~x) = (~x) + "   (~x) with a real parameter ", and
then use the above equality (5) for the distributions from this family.
Due to our denition of utility in terms of one of the functions U or V , and due to the assumption that
functions U and V are dierentiable, we can conclude that the expressions u( " ), and u(d  " (  ~x)) are
dierentiable with respect to ", and their derivatives at the point " = 0 can be explicitly computed.
From (5), it follows that if the derivative of u( ) is equal to 0, then the derivative of u(d  (  ~x)) must
also be equal to 0.
For additive utility functions, the derivative of

Z

u( " ) = U ( + "   ) d~x

Z

is equal to

U ( (~x))   (~x) d~x
where by U , we denoted the derivative of the function U ( ).
0

0

To compute the derivative of

Z

u(d  (  ~x)) = U (d  (  ~x)) d~x
we introduce auxiliary variables ~y =   ~x then we get

u(d  (  ~x)) =  d 
;

Now, the desired derivative is equal to

Z

Z

U (d  (~y)) d~y:

U (  (~y))   (~y) d~y
0

where we denoted = d . Thus, the above property means that if (6) holds and

Z

U ( (~x))   (~x) d~x = 0
0
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(7)

Z

then

U (  (~x))   (~x) d~x = 0:

(8)

0

For multiplicative utility functions, we get a similar property, but with V instead of U .
The above if-then property is formulated in (not very intuitive) analytical terms, but it can be reformulated in more intuitive geometric terms if we take into consideration that all our functions are smooth
and located on A, and therefore, belong to L2 (A). In terms of L2 , the conditions (6) and (7) mean that the
function  is orthogonal to a constant function 1 (appropriately bounded outside A, to make it an element
of L2 ), and to U ( (~x)), and the conclusion means that  is orthogonal to U (  (~x)). In these terms,
the above property says that every element of L2 that is orthogonal to 1 and to U ( ) is also orthogonal to
U (  ) (it actually says so not about every element of L2, but about every smooth element of L2 , but since
smooth elements are everywhere dense in L2, we can easily extend this property to all possible functions
from L2 ).
In geometric terms, it is easy to prove that if a vector v is orthogonal to every vector x that is orthogonal
to two given vectors v1 and v2 , then v belongs to the linear space generated by v1 and v2 : indeed, otherwise,
we could take a projection (v) of v on the orthogonal complement to that linear space this projection is
orthogonal to both vi , but not to v.
Thus, for every > 0, the function U (  ) is a linear combination of the functions 1 and U ( ), i.e.,
U (  (~x)) = ( ) + ( )  U ( (~x)) for some values ( ) and ( ). This is true for all points ~x, and
therefore, this equality must be true for all possible values of . Hence, the function u ( ) must satisfy the
following functional equation: for every > 0 and for every , we have
U (  ) = ( ) + ( )  U ( ):
(9)
We would like to use dierentiability to solve the functional equation (9). The function U is dierentiable,
so we need to prove the dierentiability of the functions and . Let us do it.
Indeed, if we consider the equation (9) for two dierent values 1 and 2 , and subtract the resulting
equations, we conclude that U (  1 ) ; U (  2 ) = ( )  (U ( 1 ) ; U ( 2 )) and, therefore,
; U (  2) :
( ) = U (U ( 1 )) ;
U ( 2)
1
Since the function U is twice dierentiable, the right-hand side of this equality is dierentiable, and so, ( )
is a dierentiable function.
Now, from the equation (9), we conclude that ( ) = U (  ) ; ( )  U ( ). Since all the terms in the
right-hand side of this equality are dierentiable, the function ( ) is dierentiable as well.
Now, we are ready to deduce the dierential equation from the functional equation (9).
Since all three functions U ( ) (we will denote it by W ( )), ( ), and ( ), are dierentiable, we can
dierentiate both sides of the equation (9) with respect to and substitute = 1. As a result, we get the
following dierential equation: W ( )  = A + B  W , where we denoted A = (1) and B = (1). Hence,
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

dW  = A + B  W:
d

(10)

dW = d :
A+BW

(11)

To solve the equation (10), let us rst simplify it. To simplify this equation, let us separate the variables W
and by multiplying both sides by d =(  (A + B  W )) then, the equation takes the form
This equation is easy to integrate the resulting solution is slightly dierent for B = 0 and B 6= 0.
If B = 0, then integrating both parts of (11), we get A 1  W = ln( ) + C1 (C1  C2  : : : will denote
constants). Hence, U ( ) = W = A  ln( )+ C2 , and integrating again, we get U ( ) = A   log( )+ C2  + C3
for some constants Ci .
If C3 6= 0, then the expression for U ( ) would include an innite integral therefore, C3 = 0, and
U ( ) = A   log( ) + C2  . Hence,
;

0

u( ) = A 

Z

 log( ) d~x + C2 
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Z

d~x:

Since for every distribution , we have

R

d~x = 1, we have

u( ) = A 

Z

 log( ) d~x + C2 

and therefore, the condition
> u( 2 ) is equivalent to the condition F ( 1 ) > F ( 2 ) for an entropy
R  log( u)(d~x1)(the
functional F ( ) =
sign is equal to the sign of the constant A).
If B 6= 0, then
dW = d(W + A=B ) 
A + B  W A  (W + A=B )
and therefore, after integrating both parts of the equation (11), we get

A 1  ln(W + A=B ) = ln( ) + C1 
;

hence ln(W + A=B ) = A  ln( ) + C2 , and so, after exponentiating, we get W + A=B = C3  A . Thence,
W = U = C3  A + C4 .
 If A 6= ;1, we get U = C5  A+1 + C4  + C6 . Similarly to the case B = 0, we can now conclude
R p d~x that
C6 = 0, and that the corresponding utility function is equivalent to a functional F ( ) =
(for
p = A + 1).
 If A = ;1, we similarly get UR ( ) = C5  ln( ) + C4  + C6 , in which case the utility function u( ) is
equivalent to a functional
log( ) d~x.
In both cases B = 0 and B 6= 0, the utility function is equivalent to one of the three functionals F ( ) from
the formulation of the theorem. The theorem is thus proven.
0
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